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This outfitter has become extremely successful in hunting Elk, Mule Deer, Whitetail Deer,
Sheep, Goat, Cougar, Bobcat, Grizzly Bear and Black Bear in the guiding business for 30 years,
starting out at the age of 17, guiding for the local outfitters in the region. His area, Bull River
Territory consists of 340 square kilometers. It soon became a very special destination for many
American hunters, some returning as many as 15 years in a row, showing a 60% of clientele
repeats. With the addition of a second hunting territory in the West Kootenay’s offering
additional 4400 square kilometers our huntable area becomes great for building trophy animals
of all species because the average age of our animal is older. This area is located in the Purcell

Mountain Range 60 miles west of our Bull River area. It is situated about 4.5 hours north of
Spokane Washington taking you through northern Idaho. It is the largest guiding territory in the
Southeastern corner of British Columbia, encompasses the 80-mile Kootenay Lake. It should be
noted that the guiding area has seen very little hunting pressure in the past 20 years and had
never been set up to take non-resident hunters. We hunt the SE Corner of BC in Kootenays River
just north of Bozeman, Montana. We are less than 100 miles north of the US/Canadian border.
Your transportation during the hunt will be by horses, ATV’s or pickup truck whatever is the
best way to put you on the trophy you want to take home. This flexibility provides you
outstanding shooting opportunities for Big Game Hunting while in a comfortable environment
that includes a Central lodge with individual cabins plus satellite camps. Provide guides that
have an outstanding knowledge of the 4400 square kilometers British Columbia hunting area
plus being highly experienced in the hunting of the numerous Big Game Species. Offer European
style cooking with the highest quality foods that is far superior to normal "Camp Food". Adhere
to current hunting rules and regulations and insure the safety of all hunters plus follow the Guide
Outfitters "Code of Ethics and Standards"
There are 9 main reasons for such a high repeat business here.
1. We have the ten top Big Game Species to hunt, Elk, Grizzly and Black bear, Bighorn Sheep,
Mountain Goat, Shiras Moose, Mule Deer and Whitetail Deer, Cougar and Bobcats.
2. First class accommodations.
3. Each hunter has their own experienced guide.
4. The territory is large enough to accommodate the use of horses, quads, trucks,
and of course hiking, depending on your physical abilities.
5. We are home to more species of wildlife than anywhere else in North America.
6. We harvest 50% color phase on Black Bears, one of the highest in north America.
7. Rifle hunts available in the peak of the rut for Elk, Moose and Mule deer.
8. Spot and stalk archery hunts available.
9. We offer hunts 9 months out of the year.

Come join us for the "Adventure of a Lifetime"; Wilderness Big Game hunting at its best for Elk,
Moose, Whitetail and Mule deer, Mountain Goat, Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep, Black Bear,
Grizzly Bear Cougar and Bobcat. Shadow Mountain Outfitters is located in the Bull River
drainage in Southeastern BC.

This corner of British Columbia has often been referred to as "Little Africa" in the hunting world
as it is home to more Big Game Species than anywhere else in North America. We have 170
square Kilometers and 4000 square Kilometers to hunt and are the only ones that can bring in
Nonresident hunters. The terrain is Meadows to hills to mountains to swamps along with cut
block of timer. Here we have7 spike camps and 1 base camp. So we can see that everyone can
take home the trophy they are looking for we have a maximum of 6 hunters at one time.

In addition to our Big game Hunts we also offer exceptional fishing including Gerard Rainbow
Trout, Dolly Varden in the 80-mile Kootenay Lake. Currently anglers are landing record size
Gerard rainbow ranging in size from 5 to 25 lbs, plus Dolly Varden up to 16 lbs. We have all the
necessary equipment to ensure your enjoyment and success.
Come and join us for your "Adventure of a Lifetime" in Big Game Trophy Hunts
We offer a 7-day Elk hunt in varying types of mountain terrain. Our hunts are usually conducted
by horseback however, depending on the type of terrain and your personal preference; the hunt
may include the use of quads, 4x4’s and hiking.
Extreme hunting enthusiasts, our friendly local guides are experienced and knowledgeable in our
hunting techniques. Hunting elk in the rut or during bugling season makes for an exciting
experience. With our six point mandatory season in place, this species is allowed the opportunity
to fully mature into 280 to 350 class bulls.

Depending on your hunting and physical abilities, we can offer a diversified type of terrain
between the Bull River Drainage and the West Kootenay territory. This provides our clients with
the opportunity to choose which territory best suit their needs. Discuss your options with us to
arrange a hunt that suits your personal preferences. These hunts include black bear, mule deer &
whitetail deer. These animals are secondary and should be considered as a bonus and hunted only
after the primary animal is harvested.
DEER & MOOSE HUNTS
Whitetail and Mule Deer

The Outfitter offers two 7-day deer hunts or a 10-day combination for whitetail and Mule deer.
These dates are November 1st to November 7th or November 9th to November 15th. The area
we hunt for deer is a true hot spot for rutting and migrating deer. This offers the hunter a
reasonable chance to bag a once in lifetime trophy. Check with us for dates on a 10-day
Combination Hunt.

Shiras Moose
We have a good population of Shiras or Wyoming Moose. We are limited in the number we can
harvest. So if you are interested in a potential record class Shiras Moose we may be able to help
you. This hunt can be combined with a whitetail, mule Deer or a Goat. Ask us about a
combination hunt. Dates for our Moose hunts are October 24th to November 5th.
GOATS & SHEEP HUNTS
Big Horn Sheep

We offer Rocky Mountain Big Horn Sheep Hunts exclusively to our Bull River Territory. These
Bighorns must have a full curl to be harvested; you can expect rewards of 160 – 170 class rams.
This 10-day excursion takes you into some of the most challenging and rugged Rocky Mountain
scenery. This terrain encompasses vast mountain ranges filled with beautiful scenery and all the
wildlife species mentioned in this website. This hunt is physically and mentally demanding,
being fit, and in top condition and proper attire is a must. This is a backpack hunt and we are
limited to the number of sheep we are allowed to harvest.

Rocky Mountain Goat

Our success rate of 95% speaks for itself. This area of the Rocky Mountains truly has some of
the finest and accessible Rocky Mountain goat hunting anywhere in North America. This 7-day
hunt is available from September 10 to the end of November. The best time to hunt goat are late
October to mid November this provides the best opportunity for a full winter coat for your trophy
mount. This hunt includes a whitetail or mule deer.
COUGAR & BOBCAT HUNTS
Cougar

Join the cougar hounds and us as you pursue the elusive Mountain Lion on some of the finest
mountain lion hunting found anywhere on the continent. We harvest only mature Toms; we have
the experience and knowledge to identify the difference between a Tom and Female by the track,
so there is seldom time wasted treeing a Female. Limited numbers of Cougars are available. This
is a 7-day hunt throughout December and January. Depending on Mother Nature and our
snowfall, we run 90 % success rate on this hunt. A bobcat would be a great addition to this hunt.

Bobcat
This is a great hunt to watch the hounds work a track, as Bobcats can be very elusive. These cats
range from 15 to 30 lbs and have impressive color markings. This cat can be hunted alone or
with a combination Cougar hunt
BEARS
Grizzly Bears
Black Bears

RESOURCES
What to expect on a typical hunt: Once you arrive at your hotel, you can relax and we will take
care of the rest. Depending on what time and location you arrive, we will meet with you and go
over any questions or concerns that you might have. The following morning we will pick you up
from the hotel and take you to camp. Depending on your method of travel we will stop and sight
your gun to make sure no damage has been done to it while in transit. Whether a spike camp or a
main camp, you will get settled in, have a light lunch, and then head out for an afternoon hunt.
Depending on the type of hunt you can expect to be outdoors for the entire day. On the last day
of your hunt, you will hunt in the morning and then you will return to camp and pack up and
head for home.

GUIDES
Our guide’s superior in their field because of their 10-40 years guiding and they have a passion
for hunting and are extreme hunting enthusiasts. They all started hunting at an early age and have
outstanding knowledge and experience on the movement, tracking and location of the big Game
animals. Having growing up in this hunting area they have exceptional knowledge of the
thousands of mile of our hunting territory.
Deposit
Upon deposit the outfitter will contact you and fill you in on dates, location, what to bring and so
forth.
Things not included in our hunt prices are Basic Hunting & Fishing licenses, tags for each
species included in their hunt package, a non-resident hunting preservation fund membership
(NRHPH), a (GOABC requirement), and GST tax. Gratuities are at your own discretion. A 10%
to 15 % tip appreciated, and anything less is never frowned upon.

ACCOMMODATIONS & LODGING
The night prior and ending your hunt is your responsibility. We have negotiated with a few
hotels to provide our clients reduced rates. We can make the hotel reservations for you or link
you to the hotel phone numbers or email address.
As far as our lodging accommodations, all meals from any cabin or lodge are provided.
Our accommodation range from rustic mountain cabins to the comfort of a lodge offering all the
amenities of home including electricity and cell service. Wherever you stay during your time
with us, you will always be surrounded by pristine mountain wilderness. Because of spike
camping you will need a sleeping bag for elk and mule deer hunts. All cabins have wood stoves
and cots with foamy mattresses. An observer cost is only $200 per day.

WILD GAME PROCESSING & TAXIDERMY
Should you wish take your meat to with you, it will be taken to a local meat cutter in Cranburg,
2.5 hours drive and have it processed at your expense. It cannot be shipped at a later date. If you

chose to leave it, it will be given to your guide or the local food bank. Most hunters only take the
back straps, and take it with them. Of course we handle the skinning and caping for you.

Taxidermy and trophy care: We will field prep and either salt or freeze your hide depending on
your travel arrangements. We highly recommend that you leave your trophy animal with our
local taxidermist, as he is an artist in mounting our local species.
Recommended Personal Gear
We will pack in a max of 65 lbs. of gear per person we suggest you bring:
One large duffle bag (maximum length three feet) or
Two smaller duffle bags of equal size
Sleeping bag (up to -20°c)
Binoculars
Spotting scope & tripod (optional)
Camera and film
Rifle and ammunition
Day pack (preferably polar fleece)
Small flashlight with extra batteries
Knife
Two changes of clothes and extra socks
Thermal underwear (polypropylene, light- to mid-weight)
Warm coat
Hat and toque (sock hat)
Gloves
Rain gear
Camp slippers or tennis shoes for around camp
Waterproof hiking boots (broken in) and spare boots
Toiletries (including, pillow case and bath towel)
Alcoholic beverages and mix (if desired)
Packboard (sheep hunters only)
WOOL OR POLAR FLEECE CLOTHING IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED as it is warm, quiet
and resists water. Bright colors are not required or necessary. You should have clothing suitable
for hot days and cold nights. Dressing in layers is wise so it is easy to adjust for temperature
changes. This list is not a complete list, but rather a summary of gear that should be included.
Please advise us if you have any health problems or allergies that we should be aware of

HUNTS OFFERED
Elk Mandatory 6 point one side and in BC we can hunt on Sunday
All hunts are 1 hunter for 1 guide unless requested otherwise.
HUNT CAMP
SUCCESS SIZE
DAYS PRICE TOTAL NUMBER OF HUNTERS
Coutney Lake Elk 95% 310-346

7

$6795 18-22

Bull River

75% 310-346

7

$6595 18-25

Bow 9/1-7 Crossbow ok
9/9-15
9/18-24
9/27-10/10/3
10/6-12
Mule Deer 100%
160 average (biggest 206)
10/24-30 Pre-rut can mix with moose hunt
11/1- 7 Rut
11/9-11/15 Rut
Shiras Moose 100%

7 day $6495

7

$5995

10/20-11/15

Mountain Goat 100% size 9” 7 day $8495 10/23-30

(1-2 year wait)

Cougar & Bobcat 100% Dogs & Sleds 150# 14-15” 7 days $6495/1495 4-6
12-1 to 1-31 On-call 14”-15” Toms/Open to special permit 1/1-1/31 never hunted area.
Whitetail 140-150 Kill fee $500 Kill fee only while hunting other game
Grizzly 1 tag per year 10 day hunt

100% 7 foot $11,995 10 day

Black Bear with 50% color phase, White Blaze, 2 bear area 5 day hunt for 67 day spring hunting
in May 1-June 15th spot & Stalk only-Rated #3 three guide in North America
Spring Best for Bear - No Baiting in BC
Blast & Cast
Rainbow & Dolly Varden,
5 day $3995 7 day $4995
10. Big Horn on Kill Fee low success rate done on Kill fee only
---------------------------------------Our Grizzly bears are not guarantee successful but a hunt is worth 13,000 the license is 1200..
The 150 NRH fund, is a Non Resident Hunting fee is mandatory for all nonresident hunters
coming to BC to hunt. That has nothing to do with buying license and tags.
The GST/HST tax is ONLY on the price of the hunt as it is already worked in to the price of the
license and tags.
----------------------------------------------

Rainbow you are allowed 5 per year over 30 inches and you are allowed 1 per day with the
Dolly’s.
A 7 day Elk hunt is $6795 with a $500 kill or wounded a Whitetail, Mule deer or Black bear.
These tags are secondary, meaning if the hunter kills an Elk in the first couple of days, he
doesn’t have to sit in camp; he would be able to hunt something else.

Elk
Moose
Bear
Mule Deer
Whitetail Deer
Big Horn
Goat
Grizzly
Cougar
Sheep

$ 300
300
220
150
150
750
400
1200
275
750

Kill Fees
=========================================
Mule deer
$ 500
Whitetail Deer
500
Black Bear
500
Bobcat w/dogs
1500
Cougar w/dogs
6500
Sheep 10,000-15,000 Success rate limited 9/1-10/20
165-18, must be full curl

Transportation:
Many hunters fly into Spokane Washington or Kalispell, Montana, rent a car and drive to base
camp.
Border Crossing:
To cross the US/Canada Boarder you will need:
Pre-hunt documentation
You’re Passport,
Your Gun Registration Canadian form filled out and brought with you, A $50 fee will be
requested for the gun permit.
Register guns in the US boarder before entering Canada.
You cannot have any Felonies on your Record.
Hunter completion form,
Cities for Cougar, Mountain Goat or Sheep
Easy shipping by taxidermist mounted, or un-mounted.
Of course we will help you obtain all of this documentation.

Mike Lollar - Owner
Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com
eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com
15596 W. County Rd. 18E
Loveland, CO 80537
970-593-0267
We accept

Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for
all hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the
hunt of your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better
physical condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when
you can afford it, hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a
must for a hunter filling his bucket list!

